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Anne WAldmAn: now say that again.

Red GRooms: I think that maybe in the twenty-first century there’ll be a total

reaction against the twentieth century, and maybe the nineteenth century

will be featured as a star.

AW: why would that be?

RG: out of perverseness. Pure perversity. I think that the twentieth century

condemned the nineteenth century until very recently, until the last decade—

and only half of that. And just looking at it in this bobby rosenblum’s book

[Nineteenth-Century Art by robert rosenblum and H. w. Janson], it looks

terrific. first of all, it has emotion and sentiment which had largely been out-

lawed, and what’s wrong with it? nothing’s wrong with it!

AW: you mean the sensuality?

RG: yeah. sensuality and sentiment.

AW: How sentiment?

RG: romance close to insanity. really, it’s like some of the stuff you just can’t

even place into context from a twentieth-century point of view. there is cer-

tain psychological portraiture that looks so off the wall you really have to go

back into literature very deeply. I wouldn’t be able to even replace the parts.



I think the two centuries are largely an antithesis of each other and the twen -

tieth century has been a reaction to the nineteenth but the twenty-first will

accept that art. How about the acceptance of nineteenth-century literature

which may be even more difficult to take in some ways than the art or proba-

bly equally as hard?

AW: well, there are the geniuses: whitman, Poe, melville, dickinson.

RG: right. but they seem to be modernists like manet. the Impressionists and

so forth seem to be modernists.

AW: they’re on the edge.

RG: so I’m really talking about the more radical elements, the elements that

were outside, that show the modernist elements of the century. for instance,

rosenblum introduces in this book, in the back, modern paintings. And I per-

sonally feel they are a little bit out of place. they feel somehow not “with it”

in a way, whereas the real nineteenth-century sentimental stuff seems “right.”

AW: why do you think that would be, because people are more in touch with

experience?

RG: I honestly think these trends are a perverseness of human nature.

AW: who starts that?

RG: In the lifeblood of every civilization these trends seem to extend from the

lively thinkers, people that are very alive and thinking about how things look

or sound or read.

AW: As a lively thinker yourself you seem to be encompassing quite a range of

possibilities, sentimental and otherwise in the paint, ink, and construction 

and film of this recent show (marlborough, April 6–may 1), from geishas to

a yellow Pages construction of franz kline to satirical political portraits of

Arafat, or “night of the generals” which reminds me of burroughs with its

hard satirical bite. Could you talk about your “place” as an artist, how you

see it?

RG: well, I thought that in order to get to a personal “voice” that I wasn’t

totally “with” the whole concept of modernism as it went on concurrently

with—you know—current contemporariness. And so that looking back to
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any other time or to the nineteenth century (which were the first paintings I

knew) was okay. I don’t know what it was, but I had preferred that kind of

offhand view to going along with the modernist line.

AW: but wasn’t it more life itself ? like getting out and strolling down 14th

street, or experiencing a traffic jam . . .

RG: yeah! yeah, that’s right. sometimes actual life. People don’t necessarily

look modern. they just look like a glob of humanity and they may not look

slick and fashionable and if so, you have to respond accordingly. As neither

does the ocean. the ocean to me looks very nineteenth century. It was prob-

ably painted best in that century.

AW: sometimes after a big dose of your work I’ll walk onto 57th street or

whatever and I’m still in a red grooms world. which is what happens when

you experience any powerful visuals. like fellini, the work opens your eyes,

stretches the imagination so you really see reality more intensely—the

extremes which are not really exaggerations—facial expressions, a gesture, 

a wild hairdo. your perceptions are brilliant, original but also true.

RG: but you actually do see my work in it?

AW: In the people most—in their gait, clothing, preoccupations, their colorful-

ness. rudy burckhardt gets some of those humorous qualities—human

aspects—in his films.

RG: but I think that what makes me an impure artist or maybe not an artist at

all is that I’m totally fascinated with people, and I’m more into the person-

age than trying to make whatever it is—that sawdust-filled bag of bones or

whatever. that’s what interests me—that whole psychology. but I love art

and I like the formalist stuff and everything of other artists.

AW: well, you have some of that, too.

RG: but when I’m doing it myself I’m so magnetized by the human psychology.

And I enjoy being a voyeur and I really like to try to figure people out and so

forth. I’ve been totally knocked off track by other human beings. At any

moment there are powers of persuasion that are overwhelming. In the new

york works I’ve done I have tried to make it a kind of portraiture thing
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where I was really trying to get the texture of what I thought I saw, particu-

larly in the neurosis of the population, and present it in context with the

props—the mailboxes, fireplugs, any texture of the city. I took on certain

projects like bronx and manhattan because I had a strong vision I couldn’t

help seeing, feeling.

AW: the subway car is powerful—desperate and amazing.

RG: I don’t actually try to make things worse than I think they are. It often

surprises me how strongly people react to it. It makes me see it differently

too. Almost naively you make a distortion here and there and the impact is

terrific on people.

AW: I feel comfortable in the subway.

RG: I always think about new york that it ranks as a world city probably

because it’s an unself-conscious place and a place of great vitality. the ugli-

ness is not controlled. It’s really a sort of bile.

AW: It’s organic.

RG: right. most American cities can’t vie with that because for some reason

or other there’s a tendency in the states to clean things up. maybe its prox-

imity to the incoming migrant groups keeps it raw. they can’t be over-

digested. there’s an urgency to life in the city. I live in Chinatown and at this

very moment, I can’t believe it, there are women out there wearing coolie

hats! the tourists should come down and look at this! this is really China,

coming to the states, right at this very moment! every day it’s really some-

thing. And I think that’s great because the worst is the whole prefabricated

sort of phoniness where you go somewhere and they have to fabricate the

color of the place. In new york you don’t have to make that effort.

AW: you talk of new york as being raw and the neurosis being obvious and

yet there’s a veneer or patina in how people adorn themselves, or hide or

cover themselve, and those choices too are incredibly interesting and wild

and strange.

RG: It’s really the presentation of a true culture, a culture that has not really

digested itself yet and is actually in the process of living. I’ve been to Paris
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and Paris is great and of course is a great world city and I’d thought at some

point, some time ago, that I was too late, and then very much more recently

I’ve looked and I saw, oh, it’s fantastic. It’s now. so I guess a city, an urban

place somehow is the repository of humanity, is certainly the register of the

culture. And I love tokyo for the same reason.

AW: back to the recent work. How about the icons as contrasted to the man 

or woman-on-the-street characters—the new paintings/constructions of

keaton, mae west? Are these key figures for you? they’re so American and

theatrical as works.

RG: well, it’s interesting you call them icons because sometimes I think the

only thing I’m interested in is the figure—the bust and head. you think

you’re putting a lot of imagination into something and basically it’s just, 

as you say, an icon.

AW: It’s the contrast to the ordinary caricature.

RG: this is more still. It’s frozen. I did the keaton because I was on martha’s

vineyard and I felt like I had “island fever” or something. I felt the lack of 

a bigger flow of events. we went to see some keaton films and I did it.

AW: so it would be that simple, seeing a film—

RG: I saw mae west, too. the bust of keaton—the building part, the architec-

tural part—had to do with the kind of gingerbread houses in a town called

oak bluff that’s on martha’s vineyard. the other character in the piece—

Ulysses s. grant—had come there when he was President. I had seen a his-

tory book on the area and was impressed that a President had been in this

funny town. He’d made a personal appearance or something. It had been 

a methodist town, but it was also a blue-collar resort for boston. I felt I

should do something with the gingerbread and wasn’t sure exactly what 

and that’s what it turned out to be. that picture. I’d also been reading about

Alexander the great and that’s his image on the medallion on the top left

corner and darius, the Persian king, is leading his hordes of elephants on

the other side. It has some literary origins. Also I’d discovered a biography

of lauren bacall which is why she’s on there.
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